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played without the loose-limbed feeling that 
American players would have had. No less than 
four other substantial pieces completed this long, 
but well prepared, programme, including Ritos 
Ancestrales by the young Argentinian Alejandro 
lglesias Rossi: a simple but highly effective series 
of Ur-gestures, often separated by pregnant 
pauses, that was confidently enacted by the Korean 
soprano Yung-Hee Kim and The Hague Percussion 
Group. 

In contrast to all this drama, the final Sunday 
provided a relaxing afternoon recital in the 
Waterlooplein's Catholic, Baroque Moses and 
Aaron Church given by Het Nieuw Ensemble, one 
of Holland's most expert contemporary music 
groups, and the singer Dorothy Dorow under Otto 
Ketting. Zoltan Jeney's Twelve Songs for female 
voice, violin and piano, all based on variable 
repetitions of limited note collections, is a more 
entrancing piece of etiolated minimalism than 
anything I have otherwise heard from this repre-
sentative of Budapest's New Music Studio. The 
Belgian Jacqueline Fontyn's Alba: Tre Poesie di 
Vincenzo Cardarelli for soprano and four instru-
ments is, on the other hand, an essay in a more 
traditional kind of expressive radiance, complete 
with many eloquent points of instrumentation. 

The most interesting discovery of the 1985 ISCM 
Festival was that nationalism in composition is far 
from dead. We are often told that music has 
become more international, and contemporary 
music in our part of the world sometimes seems 
couched in a kind of musical Euro-speak. The 
Dutch, however, succeeded in challenging these 
notions by inviting each of the 32 individual ISCM 
National Sections to submit an hour-long 'national 
programme'. This simple but effective idea -
which followed up an initial attempt of this kind by 
the Greek Section at the 1979 Festival in Athens -
proved to be the most consistently fascinating, if as 
often creatively uninteresting, strand in the 1985 
events. 

National character is, it seems, irrepressible. 
Even the fairly undiluted, Americanised jazz-funk 
of the Austrian 'electric big band' Nouvelle Cuisine 
- appearing at the BIM House, a popular 'centre 
for jazz and improvised music' in a converted 
garage near Amsterdam's Nieuwmarkt - provided 
a very European form of music: the soloists merely 
filled in some improvised space until the next dose 
of compositional arrangement was cued in, by the 
conductor Wolfgang Kubizek. A Viennese sense of 
propriety always prevailed. 
· Jazz received an even more stand-offish examina-
tion in the Dutch 'national programme'. The rhyth-
mic jauntiness of Theo Loevendie's Strides for 
piano works towards but does not quite unveil the 
American stride-piano style that lies behind it. 
With the more recent Walk - like Strides, played 
by Fred Oldenburg - Loevendie is not as success-
ful precisely because the walking-bass jazz influ-
ence is so much more pronounced. Both works, 
however, have that anecdotal quality so particular 
to Dutch composition: the nonchalance of trad-
itional Dutch tolerance. 

Towards the edges of Western Europe, the 
American influence is more subdued. Indeed, the 
particular propensity of the Swedes to disengage 
from the world and darkly contemplate one's navel 
was well on display the next day in their national 
programme, which consisted entirely of 
involving tape. Like most of the electro-acoustlc 
concerts, this was heard at De ljsbreker, Amster-

dam's small auditorium-cum-riverside-cafe. Both 
Rolf Enstrom's Fractal and Par Lindgren's Den 
forstenade (The petrified one) are obsessive 
studies in incestuous, ear-splitting grey. Lindgren's 
piece included a mezzo-soprano (Kerstin Stahl) 
who stood completely still in a dim light, several 
times opening her mouth as if to speak, but 
managing only to gargle: a scenario which had the 
kind of portentously erotic quality familiar from the 
more neurotic scenes of lngmar Bergman films. 
After an hour of this sort of thing, even the strongest 
among us had to get some air. No wonder the 
suicide rate in Sweden is so high. 

The Icelanders provided a more direct trans-
cription of their wintry predicament. With its manic 
arrangement and rearrangement of a limited 
repertory of notes, Hjalmar H Ragnarsson's Trio, 
given by the Icelandic Piano Trio, presented a 
prospect of limitless ice floes dancing in front of 
the eyes, before surrendering to a sense of over-
whelming intensity. 

Significantly, the unmistakable engagement of 
the Central European tradition now appears at its 
strongest outside Europe. It was not surprising to 
discover that the Israeli composers should, like all 
cultural emigres, lovingly recultivate in their hot-
spot in the Middle East the earnest romanticism of 
a now dead musical culture - particularly since 
their forebears played such a historically important 
role in it. Piano quartets by Tzvi Avni and Josef Tal, 
played by an ad hoc group, offered a surging 
amalgam of the pre-war espressivo idioms of 
Bartok, Janacek et al. 

The Japanese, on the other hand, seem to have 
taken over the typically European 1960s obsession 
with instrumental technique and avant-garde 
gesture - but redefined via a particularly Zen-like 
quality of letting each sound speak of and for itself. 
The natural logic of the recherche sonorities of J oji 
Yuasa's Inter-posi-play-tion No.2 was a good 
example of seeming intellectual disengagement. 
A trio of players began on bass flute, harp and 
vibraphone but gradually all transferred to percus-
sion instruments. Yuasa's precise gestures were 
beautifully and unfussily realised by members of 
the HATO Ensemble. 

The Australian 'national programme' - deftly 
and professionally put together by the mixed 
sextet of the Ensemble Flederman and heard to 
advantage in the excellent auditorium of the new 
North Amsterdam Music School - was one of the 
festival's bright spots. All the pieces in it - the 
composers were Graham Hair, Keith Humble, Carl 
Vine, and Martin Wesley-Smith - had something to 
say. Again, there was something 
'nationalistic' about Wesley-Smith's Snark-Huntmg 
for ensemble and tape which - with its wildly 
veering sections of different types of music, 
including boogie-woogie and, inevitably, jazz and 
funk, all most imaginatively integrated with a tape 
of simple transformations of instrumental sounds -
netted a bumper catch of all the disparate influ-
ences that clearly face composers Down Under. 

Some of the ISCM Sections outside Europe also 
sent over traditional music to be played alongside 
the contemporary compositions. Most notably, 
there was Chinese music from Hong Kong, heard 
to advantage in the small hall of the Vredenburg 
Centre · in Utrecht. Unfortunately, though, a good 
deal of the traditional programmes planned -
including a Greek Byzantine choir and a whole 
panoply of players from Venezuela - was cancel-
led at the last moment by the_Sections concerned. 



There was also yet another strand to the festival, 
brought about by the deferment of the annual 
Gaudeamus Music Week in order that this event for 
young composers should run during the same 
period. There was, however, no danger of over-
load, since only two programmes' worth of music 
- just seven scores, out of some 400 submissions -
were selected by the 1985 Gaudeamus jury. This 
was ironic, given that more than twice the normal 
number of submissions had been received. The 
rules had been changed so that works already 
played were not automatically excluded. (There 
had been complaints that, because of the relative 
ease of getting performances in Holland, Dutch 
composers were effectively being excluded from 
their 'own' competition. Double irony: not one of 
the consequent flood of Dutch entries was 
selected.) 

The Gaudeamus prize, of 4,000 guilders (just 
under £1,000), was won by a 24-year-old Korean, 
Unsuk Chin, for her composition Spektra, a rather 
playful essay for three cellos which was reminis-
cent, in its mercurial contrasts, of the range of 
expression to be found in shorter pieces by Ligeti, 
her current teacher. The British composer James 
Clarke, four years older, was unlucky not to have 
won or at least to have shared in the prize. His 
Forsvinna for bass clarinet and ensemble, played in 
Hilversum by Harry Sparnaay and the Radio 
Chamber Orchestra under Ernest Bour, was a 
stronger score: its thoroughly worked run-down of 
tension is matched by its clear reflection of the 
composer's experience of a gradually calming 
electrical storm over the coast of Finland, where he 
lived for two years. 

* * * 
The above, broadly negative, account of the 1985 
ISCM Festival as a whole could apply in general 
terms to almost any of the World Music Days of 
recent years, during which time there have, it is 
widely agreed, been too many consistently 
mediocre events cobbled together from selections 
of indifferent music. Indeed, the last time the ISCM 
scored a shattering success was in the ancient 
history, in contemporary-music terms, of 30 years 
before the Dutch festival, when Boulez' Le marteau 
sans maftre first saw the light of day at Baden-Baden 
in 1955. That, of course, was when the ISCM 
practically stood alone as the standard-bearer of 
new music internationally. Since then, innumer-
able festivals of contemporary music have sprung 
up, many of them indisputably eclipsing the World 
Music Days in terms of international impact. Each 
year, during the festival, the ISCM General 
Assembly nevertheless meets, pontificates and 
attempts to pass resolutions as if - even when the 
delegates all agree on something - it was really 
going to achieve anything to alleviate the depres-
sing prospect that inevitably lies ahead each year. 

So is the ISCM a mere relic of outdated inter-
national goodwill? Has it, in the cynical 1980s, 
simply outlived its usefulness? I would argue not, if 
only because it remains just about the only demo-
cratically run international forum to which un-
known composers, of any age, can send their work. 
That is something of inestimable value to hang on 
to, particularly in the face of the increasing 
tendency of the other, more autocratic, festivals to 
trade off each others' discoveries and successes, 
or simply to organise yet another event around the 
always imminent round-figure birthday of a world-
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famous composer. 
It is, of course, precisely this 'democracy' to 

which many object, with the familiar and indeed 
self-evident argument that no committee ever 
makes good programmes. And ironically, though 
we may look back at the early ISCM festivals -
when works such as Berg's String Quartet, Op.3 
were heard for the first time - as particular 
moments of glory, the fact is that bad programmes 
have undoubtedly always been a feature of the 
organisation. The reason for this is simple: there 
was just as much fudge and horse-trading in the 
jury room then as there indubitably is now, as the 
following remarks, from a letter written by Berg 
while he was himself on the 1928 jury, suggest (the 
festival was in Siena that year): 
As this year there will be only three chamber-music 
concerts it was not easy to distribute fairly the works to 
be chosen among the many nations which fancy 
themselves to be creatively productive. All the same, I 
have succeeded in causing Austria to be represented 
with dignity by Webem's Trio [ Op.20] and the latest 
quartet by Zemlinsky. The members of the Jury were 
perhaps not all aware that Zemlinsky can write a quartet 
movement not much worse than that by [Frank] Bridge, 
that his inventive power is perhaps not less than that of 
Bloch, and that he is scarcely less up-to-date than Alfano, 
who mostly belong to those composers of whom two can 
be had for a penny. 1 

This revelation may be taken as typical of the 
dismissive and/or chauvinistic spirit in which 
many, if not most, composers approach jury work 
- especially prominent composers who, caught 
up in their own ideas, usually have little or no 
understanding or even (as private conversation 
reveals) tolerance of other music. Perhaps the 
ISCM should recruit failed composers as jurists. 

The easiest time for the ISCM to make coherent 
programmes was undoubtedly during the mid-
1950s, when total serialism intellectually swept all 
before it, and any other music could be, and often 
was, conveniently dismissed on the grounds of 
historical irrelevance. Juries could at this period in 
effect be 'packed'. Then the 1960s saw the rise of a 
whole succession of fashionable tendencies 
(mobile and graphic scores, space-time notation 
and so on) which could be seized upon in the 
selection process. Nowadays, any such intellectual 
consensus has long since vanished, and we have 
returned to the privatism of mutually antagonistic 
groups typical of pre-War days - especially in view 
of the intolerable pressure under which all such 
'international juries' are expected to operate. 

Faced, typically, with a room full of scores from 
which selection has to be made by the day after 
next, even the strongest go weak at the knees. After 
a first morning's dithering, an experienced jurist 
will suggest an early lunch, at which a liberal 
supply of liquor will flow. Thus suitably fortified, 
the whole jury can return and get through the job of 
rapidly selecting or despatching scores with the 
detached bemusement necessary to such an 
ostensibly ridiculous task. 

Well, that's how some of the stories go. But 
obviously, in such a situation, a composer can 
anyway only succeed in getting a piece selected 
by a jury if a) he flatters its members (by writing in 
the same style as at least one of them), b) he writes 
in the sort of nondescript, post-serialist idiom to 
which no-one will object, or c) he is himself simply 
well enough recognised as a creative figure. And 
all this is quite apart from the fact that 'priority' is 
supposed to be given to works submitted by the 
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